On June 25th 2017, the new intermediate-resolution optical IFU and MOS of the 10.4-m GTC had its first light. As part of the tests carried out to verify the performance of the instrument in its two modes (IFU & MOS) and 18 spectral setups (identical number of VPHs with resolutions R=6000-20000 from 0.36 to 1 micron) a number of astronomical objects were observed. These observations show that MEGARA@GTC is called to fill a niche of high-throughput, intermediateresolution IFU & MOS observations of extremely-faint narrow-lined objects. Lyman-α absorbers, star-forming dwarfs or even weak absorptions in stellar spectra in our Galaxy or in the Local Group can now be explored to a new level. Thus, the versatility of MEGARA in terms of observing modes and spectral resolution and coverage will allow GTC to go beyond current observational limits in either depth or precision for all these objects. The results to be presented in this talk clearly demonstrate the potential of MEGARA in this regard. Hα+[NII] region and in the CaT region with R=20,000, although the optical design could in principle accommodate HR VPHs at any other optical wavelength. While the LR VPHs host holographic gelatins sandwiched between flat fused-silica window, MR and HR VPHs also require of the use of large prisms at each side of these flat windows to change the incidence angle on the gelatin and yield higher resolving powers. In Figure 2 we show the resolving power and spectral coverage for each VPH as measured during the integration and commissioning of the instrument. The deployment of the MEGARA instrument at GTC was accompanied by the installation of a fully functioning Data Reduction Pipeline (DRP hereafter) developed in Python that worked both online at the telescope and offline. The online version of the DRP allowed for on-the-fly data processing, which included bias correction, trimming, fiber tracing and fixed-aperture extraction, fiber-flat and twilight-flat correction and wavelength calibration. The offline processing additionally includes a detailed cross-talk-corrected extraction and absolute flux calibration whenever possible. The MEGARA DRP is distributed by GTC at http://www.gtc.iac.es/instruments/megara/config/megaradrp-0.6.dev2.tar.gz.
Hα+[NII] region and in the CaT region with R=20,000, although the optical design could in principle accommodate HR VPHs at any other optical wavelength. While the LR VPHs host holographic gelatins sandwiched between flat fused-silica window, MR and HR VPHs also require of the use of large prisms at each side of these flat windows to change the incidence angle on the gelatin and yield higher resolving powers. In Figure 2 we show the resolving power and spectral coverage for each VPH as measured during the integration and commissioning of the instrument. The deployment of the MEGARA instrument at GTC was accompanied by the installation of a fully functioning Data Reduction Pipeline (DRP hereafter) developed in Python that worked both online at the telescope and offline. The online version of the DRP allowed for on-the-fly data processing, which included bias correction, trimming, fiber tracing and fixed-aperture extraction, fiber-flat and twilight-flat correction and wavelength calibration. The offline processing additionally includes a detailed cross-talk-corrected extraction and absolute flux calibration whenever possible. The MEGARA DRP is distributed by GTC at http://www.gtc.iac.es/instruments/megara/config/megaradrp-0.6.dev2.tar.gz. Updates to the DRP can be obtained through github at https://github.com/guaix-ucm/megaradrp.
The final products of the MEGARA DRP are "reduced" Row-Stacked Spectra (RSS hereafter) 2D images including for 623 (644) fiber spectra for the LCB (MOS) mode, all using a common flux calibration and wavelength solution with constant reciprocal dispersion for all fibers. Based on the averaged spectrum of all fibers to be used for sky subtraction (by default all 56 sky fibers in the LCB and all unassigned minibundles in the case of the MOS) the DRP also generates a sky-subtracted "final" RSS spectrum. No combo products combining different spectral setups are yet generated.
The results presented in this contribution were obtained using the online and offline versions of the MEGARA DRP.
In addition, as part of the preparation of the commissioning observations with MEGARA we also made use of a series of tools that constitute the MEGARA Observing Preparation Software Suite (MOPSS) and that included the MEGARA Exposure Time Calculator (ETC, http://gtc-phase2.gtc.iac.es/mect/etc/) and the Fiber-MOS Assignment Tool (FMAT, http://www.gtc.iac.es/instruments/megara/config/megara-fmat.zip) (see two top panels of Figure 3 ). Also included in MOPSS is the MEGARA quick-look software that runs embedded within the Java GTC inspector along with the MEGARA Control Panel itself (see two bottom panels of Figure 3 ). . From now on we focus on the tasks and scientific observations carried out as part of the commissioning of the MEGARA instrument at GTC.
MEGARA SCIENCE
As a facility instrument for GTC, MEGARA was designed with the objective of being able to satisfy the needs of a broad range of scientific objectives within the GTC astronomical community, namely Spain, Mexico and University of Florida (USA). This led to the formation of a large and diverse (in terms of areas of research) Science Team mainly constituted by astronomers from GTC partner institutions. Thus, our MEGARA Science Team includes people working on Galactic Science, both stellar astronomy (including exoplanets) and interstellar (ISM) and circumstellar (CSM) media, and on Extragalactic Science, from the study of resolved stellar populations to more distant unresolved galaxies to very first galaxies and the emission from the high-redshift inter-galactic medium (IGM).
One notorious aspect of all these scientific aspects is that their needs are not fulfilled using an instrument based simply on either a single monolithic IFU or a single-fiber/slitlet MOS, both modes are clearly a must. This is now becoming evident when looking to the most recent initiatives in astronomical instrumentation for optical and near-infrared spectroscopy, which are clearly dominated by either multi-IFU (sometimes with multiple combinations of multiplexing and individual FoV) or single, but large-FoV, IFU instruments. Examples of the former are KMOS, WEAVE, MOSAIC while MUSE or KCWI are examples of the latter (see contributions on these instruments as part of these proceedings). As shown in Section 1, MEGARA shares characteristics with some of these instruments as it was designed to meet the requirements of scientists working both on (1) Galactic and extragalactic extended nebulae and (2) compact sources (at least marginally resolved from the ground) clustered in the sky with intermediate-to-high surface densities. Category (1) includes the study of Planetary Nebulae, nearby galaxies, and the high-redshift IGM while in category (2) we can include Galactic open stellar clusters, resolved stellar populations in Local Group galaxies, intermediate-redshift dwarf and starburst galaxies, and high-redshift cluster galaxies. Figure 4 below provides a graphical summary of some of the major scientific objectives of our Science Team regarding the exploitation of MEGARA, going from the study of pre-Planetary Nebulae and anti-center Open Clusters in our own Milky Way to the study of proto-galaxy clusters and rest-frame resonant UV lines from the IGM at very high redshift.
Since these scientific objectives are described in detail elsewhere 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , including a detailed description of the immediate plans for the exploitation of the Guaranteed Time obtained with MEGARA at GTC 1 , we focus in this contribution on the first observations of astronomical targets carried out during the commissioning of MEGARA at GTC between June and August 2017. The commissioning observations described in Section 3 below were designed to effectively evaluate the instrument specifications and design requirements while providing, at the same time, scientific results that would readily demonstrate the capabilities of MEGARA to the GTC community boosting its demand as part of the Open-Time calls. 
MEGARA Spectrograph setup tests:
Among this first set of tests we performed the following individual daytime tests. In the vast majority of the cases the instrument was illuminated with arc lamps, of either ThAr or ThNe, depending on the VPH used, and the instrument mode used was the LCB. This is partly due to the fact that GTC did not provide an Instrument Calibration Module (ICM) covering the entire MEGARA FoV until the second daytime commissioning run.
• Pseudo-slit mechanism repeatability: In this test, we verified the stability of the pseudo-slit when commanded to a set of movements and displacements from the collimator entrance and checking that it is able to return to its starting position, so the position of the final spectra is not modified. The procedure included: (1) selecting a VPH (the LR-I VPH in this case), (2) take a reference LCB image with that specific VPH and with its optimal arc lamp, (3) move the pseudo-slit mechanism from LCB to MOS, (4) move the pseudo-slit mechanism back to LCB, (4) take another image and (5) repeat steps (2) through (4) three times. The analysis was carried out over the raw images after applying cosmic ray correction, bias and background subtraction. Several emission lines were selected from the reference image over 6 different spatial and spectral regions obtaining their centroids after fitting a Gaussian profile to each line. From the analysis of the centroids in all images we obtained a maximum difference of ~0.04 pixels in the centroids, i.e. less than 1 μm, well below the requirement of 1/10 of the element resolution (equivalent to 6 μm on the detector).
• Focus mechanism repeatability: We tested the stability of the focus mechanism by first selecting a grating (the LR-I VPH in this case) and placing the mechanism at best focus position z 0 (in μm) of the selected pupil element (taking into account the operational temperature at that moment). The mechanism is moved several times from z 0 by ± z μm a moved back to z 0 and images are taken every time the focus mechanism is moved back to z 0 . the analysis was carried out over the RAW images after applying cosmic ray correction, bias and background subtraction. As in the previous test, several emission lines were selected from different spatial and spectral regions and centroids were computed (and the difference with those in the reference image analyzed) after fitting a Gaussian profile to each line. The requirement establishes that the centroids of one spectral line and two fibers must be better than a 1/10 of the resolution element, again 6 μm on the detector. The analysis of data collected yielded a mean difference between the centroids of ~0.08 pixels, i.e. less than 1.2 μm.
• Grating mechanism repeatability: As part of this test we first place one specific pupil element (the LR-R VPH in this case) in the pupil with its optimal focus setup and illuminate the instrument (LCB). At that moment we took a reference image. Then the VPH is placed back in the VPH wheel and the wheel is moved from position 1 to position 10 so this mechanism is moved a total of ~327 degrees. Later on, the wheel returns to position 1 and the actuator places the VPH at the pupil position again. This was repeated four times and, as in the previous tests, the difference between the centroids is computed at the end of the observing sequence using raw images on which only a cosmic-ray correction, bias and background subtraction reduction steps have been applied. From these results, we derived a mean difference between of centroids of ~ 0.07 pixels, i.e. less than 1.1 μm and, again, less than the 6 μm required.
• Pseudo-slit vignetting: We performed displacements of the pseudo-slit mechanism parallel to the collimator cover spanning a distance from 41540 to 51540 µm (from the mechanism reference) for the LCB and from 81540 to 91540 µm for the MOS, both in 1000 µm steps. The objective here was to map the flux variation in every step and looking for the maximum of the light coming through the spectrograph. That will determine the position where the LCB and MOS pseudo-slits were not vignetted by the collimator aperture. We used the LR-I VPH and flux measurements were done using images illuminated with the ICM halogen lamps. In Figure 5 we show the flux curves as a function of pseudo-slit mechanism position for the LCB (left) and MOS (Right). The resulting nominal positions used from there on were 46540 µm for the LCB and 86540 µm for the MOS. • Pseudo-slit homogeneity: In this test we studied the fiber-to-fiber sensitivity by illuminating the instrument with the system of halogen lamps provided by the ICM. We made used of 5 different VPHs in the MOS observing mode and with different quantities of lamps regulating the intensity as required by each pupil element. For performing the test, we obtained a master fiber flat for each grating calibrated in wavelength and derived profiles collapsing boxes of different sizes of the image in the spectral. What defines the quality and homogeneity in these images is the distribution of light from peak to peak for each fiber. We finally proceeded to find all the local maxima in the profiles and obtaining the difference of illumination between the peaks with higher illumination and those ones that showed a lower light sensitivity. The deviation found from fibers showing the highest sensitivity from those ones with lowest one is < 8%. Specific numbers by VPH are <8% in LR-I, <7% in LR-R, <8% in LR-Z, <7% in MR-B and <7% in MR-G.
Instrument configuration (Mode+VPH) characterization:
The goal of this test was to characterize each instrument configuration considering all combinations of LCB and MOS modes and all the 18 MEGARA VPH gratings. Although all these instrument configurations had been previously characterized at LICA-UCM they were reviewed again at the GTC as part of the daytime commissioning tests.
The procedure carried out for each VPH and mode included (1) obtaining a focus sequence to determine the corresponding optimal focus, (2) acquiring bias and (3) halogen-and (4) arc-lamp images at that focus, and (5) to measure the positions and line widths (FWHM) of the spectral lines for deriving (i) the absolute wavelength calibration and (ii) the image quality (in pixels and Ångstroms and, therefore, the R FWHM ) both in all fiber spectra (623 in the LCB and 644 in the MOS). Only unresolved lines must be used since otherwise optical errors could be attributed to real spectral widths.
From these measurements we derived the central wavelength, spectral coverage, image quality (EER 80 ) and spectral resolution (i.e. Δλ=FWHM and R FWHM =λ/Δλ as a function of wavelength; see Figure 2 ). We also obtained the optimum focus position (averaged and as a function of position in the detector) and the corresponding best-average-focus arc and flat-field images, extracted arc-lamp spectrum, and trace map. See Table 2 for a compilation of some of these numbers. We also estimated the level of scattering in the spatial/spectral direction. In order to evaluate this scattering level, we obtained the spatial profile of a halogen lamp image taken with the MR-V VPH in the LCB mode (see Figure 7) . The three panels shown in this figure correspond to the profiles taken at the blue end of the spectrum, the approximate central wavelength, and the red end of the spectrum. The level of the bias corresponds to the count rate measured at the edges of the plots. The flatness of the lower envelope of this flux distribution (which corresponds to the inter-fiber positions) indicates that this flux level is dominated by cross-talk between adjacent fibers and not by low-frequency scattered light. The contamination from scattered light generated by the spectrograph commonly shows a pattern that decreases significantly from the center to the edges of the pseudo-slit or, at the very minimum, shows a clear low-frequency structure. We also note that the count rate in between fibers is about 10-15% of the peak count rate of each fiber, with 5-7% coming from each of the two adjacent fibers. Table 2 . Results of the instrument commissioning regarding the spectral performance of the different MEGARA VPHs. λmin 1 (λmax 2 ) represents the minimum (maximum) wavelength covered for at least one of the LCB fibers, while λc represents the central wavelength and λmin (λmax) the minimum (maximum) wavelength common to all LCB fibers. • LCB and Fiber MOS pointing
• Spaxel area and distance between spaxels (aka Spaxel size)
• Field of View
• Spectral performance
• Throughput and flux uniformity
• LCB Fast-mapping
Below, we provide a brief description of the results of those tests that are either based on twilight observations or are tests where the results of the tests do not require of a direct scientific interpretation neither are of scientific use by themselves. Those tests (Spectral performance, LCB Fast-mapping) whose results rely on a more detailed scientific analysis of the data are described as part of the Early science results presented in Section 3.3.
MEGARA telescope focus on lens array surface:
The objective of this test was to determine the optimal focus of the telescope on the LCB lens array. By design, this would be also the optimal focus for the MOS observations. This was done by means of moving the GTC M2 mirror in steps in its z axis a while taking images of a bright star in between every focus configuration of the mirror. In Figure 9 we show the FWHM of the PSF the bright star observed as part of this test computed from a square-pixel image generated from the reduced RSS images of the star. As shown in this figure, the optimal telescope focus was only ~0.01 mm the nominal focus at that temperature and telescope position. a The secondary mirror M2 is a lightweight convex hyperbolid of beryllium with aluminium coating. M2 defines the telescope pupil, and in order to minimize effects of thermal radiation its outer perimeter and central hole reflect the shape of M1. Its area is equivalent to a circular mirror with a diameter of 1.06 m. For alignment with M1, M2 has 5 degrees of freedom: movement in x and y (decentering) and z, i.e. focus (along the optical axis), as well as tip-tilt rotations. For chopping, the maximum frequency is 14 movements per second. 
Optical axis alignment:
The goal of this test is to assess the alignment of the optical axis performed during MEGARA integration.
To perform this assessment the fibers flux at different rotators angles were measured selecting the LCB mode.
Measurements are taken at different rotator angles using dome flats and twilight images. The objective of the analysis is to identify if a tilt exists between the LCB and the GTC optical axis. A tilt between the instrument focal plane and the GTC optical axis would produce that not the same portion of the pupil would be entering at the fibers and, therefore, the total transmission would be different for the different angles of the FC-F rotator. Therefore, we took a series of 13 images with different rotator angles, separated in intervals of 30º, and evaluated the flux homogeneity within each of the 81 sets of 7 fibers constituting the LCB.
As reported in Pérez-Calpena et al. (2018a) 9 , the alignment of the MEGARA FC assembly with the FC-F rotator axis was verified to be below 0.5 arcmin with the boresight telescope. Otherwise, a misalignment of the FC-F optical axis of 5 arcmin was also measured. This sets a lower limit in the level of homogeneity in between our flux measurements.
Thus, in left panel of Figure 10 we show the maximum variation of flux in each minibundle of 7 fibers in the LCB. This maximum variation of flux per minibundle is computed as the percentage between the minimum and maximum flux per minibundle. The result is that the maximum variation is never larger than 5% with the minimum being 2% possibly due to the misalignment between the FC-F set optical and rotation axes indicated above.
MEGARA Folded-Cassegrain dynamical tilt:
The goal of this test is to identify any misalignment (if present) of the axis of any positioner out of its nominal position. We note that the dynamical alignment of each positioner had been evaluated during laboratory tests with the foreseen transmission homogeneity between different MOS mini-bundles (see Pérez-Calpena et al. 2018b 11 ). The procedure was first take an image with all MOS robotic positioners in their nominal positions. Then, we commanded one third the positioners to extend the robotic arm (R2 fully extended), so each of these positioners will be pointing to one point of the outer perimeter of the patrol area. Then, take an exposure. We moved again these positioners in the opposite direction (R2 fully extended, R1=180º), so each of them will be pointing to the opposite point of the patrol area perimeter. Then, take an exposure. We repeated the process with the other two thirds of the positioners. Finally, we checked the difference in flux between the images obtained with the R2 fully extended and that obtained in their nominal position. The results are shown in right panel of Figure 10 . These values now represent the maximum flux variation for each MOS minibundle instead.
Thus, we verified that the results are in agreement with the dynamical tilt measurements performed at LICA-UCM per each positioner minibundle, with the maximum variation of flux per MOS minibundle being ~10%. n by type of s night-time com integration 9 a we had to tes ng precision i uple of Galac majority of th served as part spectra of all n (x, y) coord he refinement Figure 11 ( (for test Spectral performance). In order to evaluate the performance of the MEGARA LCB when observing extended nebular objects showing a wide range in surface-brightness and brightness contrast, as part of the Spectral performance test, we observed (1) three Planetary Nebulae (PNe), including (from faint to bright line emission) BD+33º2642 10 , M1-92 and NGC7027. Among this same test we also explored (2) nearby galaxies covering a range in surface-brightness, morphology (from ellipticals to spirals also including quiescent and actively star-forming compact dwarfs) and distance (i.e. spatial resolution in physical units). Finally, we also verified the ability of carrying out mosaics combining multiple LCB IFU pointings by doing (3) a 2x2 pointings map of the massive HII region NGC604 in the Local Group galaxy M33 (test LCB Fast-mapping).
In the rest of this section we will present some of the early results from the exploitation of the commissioning data on these targets.
First light on BD+33º2642:
On June 24 th 2017, MEGARA saw its first light while observing the spectrophotometric standard star BD+33º2642. This is a ~10 th -magnitude B2 IV star that is also an HST primary standard. Although it has been known to have some line emission (mainly in Hα but also in other fainter forbidden lines), it has been only recently the existence of an extended emission nebula around was reported Follow-up LR-U and high-resolution MR and HR observations on this target confirmed the spectroscopic type of the central star showing also strong absorption in high-order Balmer lines, with even lines between H17-H20 being clearly detected in our LR-U 120 seconds-long spectrum (see Figure 14) . These short observations already demonstrated, as part of the Spectral performance night-time commissioning test, that MEGARA is perfectly suited for observing extended faint nebular objects with resolutions from R=6,000-20,000 all the way from 365 nm to almost 1 μm. 
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